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 The State Geological institute of Dionyz Stur performs the State geological service 
in the field of geological research and exploration of the Slovak Republic territory. The 
recent abrupt changes in the economic conditions and mainly the requirements of the 
society in utilisation and dissemination of geological information have influenced also 
the Institute’s activities.
 Our efforts aim at most effective application of the geological research and explo-

ration results in the economy, landscape potential as well as in the protec-
tion and creation of the environment.
 In the year 2005 there occurred significant organizational changes 
in the scope of rationalization effectiveness of the carried out geological 
activities. On July 1, 2005 there was established the Division of Geology 
by merging former Divisions of Geological Mapping and Research, Envi-
ronmental Geology and Raw Minerals.
 An important contribution to the performance of the State Geological 
institute of Dionyz Stur in 2005 there was a compilation of the digital geo-
logical map of the Slovak Republic at 1:50 000 scale with attached leg-
end, which offers a to-date geological background of the Slovak Republic 
territory; it has been made accessible in form of an interactive CD.
 The Digital Geologic Map serves as a basic layer at creation and de-
velopment of a complex information system in our Institute.
 The State Geological institute of Dionyz Stur has gained a long-term 
experience in collecting of information from various spheres of its profes-

sional activities, at creation and administration of databases. However, these rather 
inhomogeneous information sources do not fully cope with the challenges of new tech-
nologies administering and utilization. This gave a momentum to launch in 2005 the 
project “Geological Information System“ (GeoIS), which shall systematically integrate 
all relevant information sources in homogenized and technologically optimum form.
 In the field of geological research among the priorities of the State Geological 
institute of Dionyz Stur in 2005 belonged a complex and systematic geological in-
vestigation of the Slovak Republic territory aimed at assessment, documenting and 
map depiction of the territory geological evolution and geological setting with broad 
application of special methods results from the fields of biostratigraphy, lithology, sedi-
mentology, structural geology, isotope geology and specific analyses realized with 
electron microanalyzator.
 Regional geological research was focused on geological mapping and compila-
tion of basic geological maps at 1:25 000 scale, which serve as a background for 
creation of regional geological maps at 1:50 000 scale.
 In 2005 the State Geological institute of Dionyz Stur was involved successfully in 
wide range of projects from the field of environmental geology. First of all this was 
a Partial Monitoring System of Environmental Geofactors; in addition there were 
solved projects of hydrogeological and engineering geological maps; research into 
raw minerals resources, etc.. There was successfully finished the project “Influence of 
Geological Factors upon the Life Quality”.
 In the 2005 the Division of Informatics provided its services in terms of collecting, 
storage, evidence, processing and making publicly available the information.
 Laboratory works in the scope of solved research projects were provided by ac-
credited reference laboratory.
 Besides the above activities the SGUDS employees participated in solutions of 
a whole rank of other projects, the international ones included.
 Finally, I would like to thank all the SGUDS employees for their concerted effort in 
the year 2005 and the results achieved, which have contributed the Slovak geology 
progress. IN
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Michal Kaličiak
Director
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Director

Vice-Director

Heads of Divisions

Heads of Regional Centres

Employees structure

 In the year 2005 (December 31, 2005) the State Geological Institute of Dionyz Stur had 
313 employees – 163 women and 150 men. At the Head-quarters in Bratislava worked 187 
employees (88 women and 99 men), at the Regional Centre Banská Bystrica 14 employees (4 
women and 10 men), at the Regional Centre Košice 30 employees (16 women and 14 men) 
and at the Regional Centre Spišská Nová Ves 82 employees (55 women and 27 men).

doc. RNDr. Michal Kaličiak, CSc.

RNDr. Eduard Lukáčik, CSc.

Division of Geology
Geofond Division

Geoanalytical Laboratories Division
Economical-Technical Division

Marketing and Promotion Publicity Division

RNDr. Ľudovít Kucharič, CSc.
RNDr. Milan Gargulák, CSc.
Ing. Daniela Mackových, CSc.
Ing. Anna Krippelová
RNDr. Ján Greguš, PhD.

Regional Centre Košice
Regional Centre Banská Bystrica

Regional Centre Spišská Nová Ves

RNDr. E. Kaličiaková
RNDr. Ľ. Maťo, PhD.
Ing. J. Stupák

Constitution of Employees (December 31 2005):

Age Number Rate in %
below 30 years 26 8

31 – 40 55 18
41 – 50 113 36
51 – 60 103 33

above 60 years 16 5
Together 313 100

Division Number Rate in %
Secretariat 7 2

Department sub-ordinate to Vice-director 23 7
Division of Geology 134 43

Division of Informatics 45 14
Geoanalytical Laboratories Division 36 12

Economical-Technical Division 48 15
Marketing and Promotion Publicity 10 3

Dionýz Štúr Publishers 6 2
Administrative Centre RC Spišská Nová Ves 4 2

Together 313 100

Education degree Number Rate in % 
scientific degree DrSc., CSc., PhD. 66 21

university degree 102 33
High school 113 36

Apprenticeship 22 7
Basic 10 3

SPOLU 313 100

According to Education:

According to Division:

According to Age:

0             10            20           30            40           50

0              10             2 0             3 0             4 0

0              10             2 0             3 0             4 0
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Head of the Division:
RNDr. Ľudovít Kucharič, CSc.

The Division of Geology was established 
in 2005 by mergence of divisions of geo-
logical research and mapping, environ-
mental geology and division of mineral 
resources. The Division provides mainly 
basic geological research, mapping and 
investigation of the SR territory, basic hy-
drogeological and hydrogeochemical 
mapping, compilation of environmental 
maps and monitoring of environmental ge-
ological factors, as well as geothermal re-
search and investigation. Its indispensable 
compound there belong also solutions of 
actual issues concerning mineral resourc-
es base of Slovakia, and not only from 
the viewpoint of their theoretical aspects, 
but also concerning practical prognoses, 
research exploitability and estimation of 
essential properties of mineral resources 
and their technological utilization.
The Division provides basic information 
necessary for creation of an information 
system in geology; it publishes geologi-
cal maps, explanations to maps and other 
professional geological publications. It 
has found its indispensable place within 
international corroboration in geology.

From the viewpoint of its organization the division is divided as follows: 
– Department of Crystalline and Palaeozoic,
– Department of Mesozoic and Palaeogene,
– Department of Neogene and Quaternary,

– Department of Hydrogeology and Geothermal Energy,
– Department of Engineering Geology,

– Department of Environmental Geochemistry,
– Department of Mineral Resources Complex Assessment,

– Department of Geophysics and Non-Renewable Energy Sources,
– Department of Mineral Resources Applied Technology.
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 Besides making design, concept, coordination and control of geologi-
cal tasks, proposals and projects and organizational-administrative man-
agement the Division of Geology performs mainly:

complex geological research throughout the whole territory of the SR 
and in corroboration with foreign institutions also a research of the 
Western Carpathians on the territories of respective countries,
regional geological mapping of the SR territory or its individual parts 
based upon topographic sheets at scale 1 : 10 000, 1 : 25 000, 
1 : 50 000 and at other scales, 
compilation of thematic and special purpose maps (uncovered maps 
without Quaternary cover, maps of Pre-Tertiary basement, tectonic 
and structural maps, facies maps, palaeogeographic and palinspas-
tic maps),
compilation of geological maps targeted on defined purposes, meet-
ing the requirements of the society,
research, investigation, assessment, documentation and depiction of hy-
drogeological and engineering geological conditions of the territory,
research, investigation and assessment of geological factors affecting 
the environment, geogeneous factors – pre-conditioned by geologi-
cal setting and anthropogeneous factors – caused by human activity, 
natural and artificial radioactivity included, 
research of geological structures suitable for radioactive and danger-
ous waste disposal,
design, performing and evaluation of geological works for verifying 
engineering geological conditions of selected territory (construction, 
physical planning, territorial stability, remedy measures),
regional hydrogeological research and investigation (assessment 
and prognoses of groundwater resources based upon hydrogeologi-
cal zoning SR), 
search for, investigation and validation of geothermal energy sources,
detection and assessment of primary and secondary chemical ele-
ments/compounds content and distribution –– in individual compo-
nents of abiotic nature and their potential influence upon population 
health status,
regional studies of ore mineral resources, explorations, metalloge-
netic research and modelling deposits mineral resources (metalloge-
netic, resources and prognostic maps, evaluation of non-ore mineral 
resources quality, creation of information system, environmental mod-
els of deposits and mineralised zones, dressing and economic utiliza-
tion mineral resources),
genetically based research of a probability for hydrocarbons ac-
cumulations occurrence and other non-renewable energy sources in 
geological structures,
basic research of mineral resources properties, their mineralogical 
and technological research (technical and economic conditions for 
their utilization),
realisation of geophysical measurements, interpretation anomalies 
of geophysical fields and their geological interpretation, creation of 
geophysical data bases,
continuous update of data bases of the geological information sys-
tem (GeoIS) in the scope of SGUDS, 
warrants a professional content of periodicals published by the Insti-
tute Editorial Board and other geological journals and journals from 
related sectors published in Slovakia,
represents Slovak geology in international sphere through partici-
pation in solutions of multilateral and bilateral projects and results 
presents publishing in foreign journals and na professional events.

 To-date societal demand asks for wide outreach and multidisciplinary 
approach, frequently exceeding limits of a “classical” geology. Good per-
formance of ambitious geological projects carried out at SGUDS is under-
pinned by high proficiency employees division. Among 132 employees of 
the division there are 110 university degree professionals, among them 54 
with CSc., or PhD degree.
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Detail of a digital geological map SR 1 : 50 000 – sheet Malužiná.
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Department of Crystalline and Palaeozoic

 Besides compilation of 
Digital Geological Maps SR 
1 : 50 000 among most impor-
tant projects solved specialists 
department there belonged also 
geological project General Geo-
logical Map of SR 1 : 200 000.
 The works in 2005 were fo-
cused on finalisation of the sheets 
1 : 200 000 Bytča, Poprad, Trnava, 
B. Bystrica, Michalovce and Svid-
ník with text explanations. Besides 
accomplishment of field re-ambula-
tion works there were accomplished 
and  opposed together with text ex-
planations the following sheets: 34 
(Malacky), 44 (Bratislava), 45 (Nitra), 
46/47 (Lučenec), 26 (Žilina) and 37 
(Košice).
 In 2005 there was accomplished 
an important geological project Assess-
ment of the mineral resources potential of 
the Slovenské rudohorie Mts.– West. The 
area of interest covered 1 200 km2.

 The project was solved in its full complex-
ity, with proportional utilization of geological 
mapping at scale 1 : 25 000, geophysical 
and geochemical sounding in profiles totalling 
1 040 km and elaborating of comprehensive 
material from the field of basic and deposit 
geology, geophysics, soil geochemistry, envi-
ronmental geochemistry. The most important 
research outcomes include maps and related 
explanations to various types of maps (48 in 
total) at scales 1 : 50 000 and 1 : 100 000, 
as well as a detail assessment of the mineral 
resources potential of the territory of interest.
Maps at 1 : 50 000 scale:

territory geologic map,
tectonic map,
metallogenetic map (based upon novel 
geological background),
map of ore resources, talc and magnesite 
occurrence
map of non-metallic and construction 
mineral resources,
geophysical maps (18 separated geo-
physical maps),
map of chemical elements distribution 
in soils (16 single element maps).

Maps at 1 : 100 000 scale:
environmental maps (9 maps with en-
vironmental issues).

 In the scope of the project Geological Map of the Region Považský Inovec Mts. and SE part 
of the Trenčianska kotlina Basin 1 : 50 000 there was finished geological mapping 1 : 25 000 
and in a whole there were geologically evaluated 484 km2. The samples were analysed in 
a laboratory and results were evaluated in regard to petrographic-lithological, petrological-geo-
chemical, palaeontological and structural study.

•
•
•

•

•

•

•

•

Ni

As

Single element map of As distribution in soils.

Geological map of the Slovenské rudohorie Mts.– West territory.

Single element map of Ni distribution in soils.

Geophysical map of full Bouguer anomalies.

Geophysical aeromagnetic map.

Geophysical map of induced polarization isolines.
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Department of Mesozoic and Paleogene

 Among the dominant projects solved by specialists department in year 2005 there be-
longed the Geological Map of the Malé Karpaty Mts. 1 : 50 000. Geological mapping 
works there were launched subsequently to the project approval in October 2005. The 
project started with re-ambulation of the Neogene sediments within the sheet Bratislava 
– Záhorská Bystrica and Stupava. Re-ambulation correlation walking tours were carried 
out also in the scope of sheet Smolenice, in the Vysoká Nappe Sequence. There were taken 
samples for stratigraphic-sedimentologic assessment of individual horizons.
 Similarly to the Crystalline and Palaeogene Department, the Department‘s specialists 
were involved in works in the frame of geological projects General Geological Map SR 
1 : 200 000, Geological Map of the Region Trnavská pahorkatina Upland 1 : 50 000, 
Geological map of the Region Považský Inovec Mts. and SE part of the Trenčianska kot-
lina Basin 1 : 50 000 and  in compiling Digital Geological Maps SR 1 : 50 000.

In 2005 there was published geological map of the 
Stredné Považie (Middle Vah) region 1 : 50 000.

Organogenic (coral-algae) limestone of the Hričovské Podhradie 
Formation (Palaeocene): Middle Váh region – Hričovské Pod-
hradie. Magnified 5x. Photo: H. Brodnianska.

Thick-bedded Late-Triassic Hauptdolomites. Brezovské Karpaty Mts., 
Dolný Lopašov. Photo: L. Martinský.
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 In collaboration with the researchers from other departments the specialists of this 
department in year 2005 accomplished and defended geological project Geologi-
cal Map of the Region Trnavská pahorkatina Upland 1 : 50 000, together with text 
explanations. In the scope of the project there were realized 41 shallow mapping 
boreholes, there was compiled detailed interim report on fossil Neogene and Quater-
nary ecosystems of the Trnavská pahorkatina Upland and the department’s specialists 
for the first time compiled also soil types map of the region at 1 : 200 000 scale.
 In the scope of subproject Compilation of Geological Maps at 1 : 50 000 
Scale for the purpose of Integrated Landscape Management there were finished 

maps of lithogenetic types and Quaternary 
cover thickness in the catchments of Hron, 
Ipeľ, Rimava and Slaná. For the Morava 
catchment, parts of Poprad, Dunajec and 
Hornád catchments there were compiled 
geological maps at 1 : 50 000 scale, 
theme Soil. There were elaborated also soil 
data bases from regions of Chvojnická pa-
horkatina Upland, Lučenská and Rimavská kotlina Basins, Myjavská pahorkatina Upland and Biele Karpaty Mts.
 In the scope of the geological project IPREG there was finished with the final report an orientation investiga-
tion into environmental geological factors – part Pedogeochemical Map. There was evaluated distribution of 15 
hazardous chemical elements (As, Ba, Be, Cd, Co, Cr, Cu, Hg, Mo, Ni, Pb, Se, Sn, V, and Zn), a variability in soil 
properties within region under study and there were assessed also causes of soils` contamination. 
 The specialists in Neogene, Neovolcanites and Quaternary were also involved in compilation of Digital Geo-
logical Maps SR 1 : 50 000, which 
was terminated by final report.
 The specialists of the Geologi-
cal Division in year 2005 finished 
geological part – selection of 
tours, objects, sampling of pre-
sented rocks and elaboration of 
information panels – in the scope 
of geological project Establish-
ment of the Banská Štiavnica 
Geopark.

Department of Neogene and Quaternary

3D digital relief model, region 
of the Tatry and Pieniny Mts.

IPREG, Pb distribution in soils’ A horizon (Čurlík, J. et al., 2005: Ipeľ region (IPREG) – ori-
entative investigation of environmental geofactors, part soils).

1a, b, c – Vitrea crystallina (Müll.), h: 2,3 mm, 
w: 4,6 mm, Igram – sports ground, sample No. 
1 (0,5 – 1,0 m); 2 – Succinella oblonga (Drap), 
Succinella oblonga elongata A. Br., 10x, Igram 
– sports ground, sample No. 2 (1,0 – 2,0 m); 
3 – Succinella oblonga elongata A. Br., 10x, 
Vištuk – brickwork, sample No. 3 (1,5 – 2,0 m); 
4 – Vertigo parcedentata A. Br., h: 2,2 mm, 
w: 1,3 mm, Vištuk – brickwork, sample No. 3 
(1,5 – 2,0 m).

Map of potential and risks from the environment in the cross-border area between Poland and Slovakia (Tatry and Pieniny Mts.), scale 1 : 75 000 (Čurlík, J. et al., 2005: Geological setting Cross-border 
contamination of soils in high-mountain areas of Slovakia in relation to and assessment of long-term risks for individual environmental compounds).
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 Among principal geological projects of the de-
partment in year 2005 there belonged:

Basic Hydrogeological Maps of Selected Regions 
in Slovakia. – There were compiled basic hydrogeo-
logical and hydrogeochemical maps 1 : 50 000 re-
gions of the Turčianska kotlina Basin, Čergov Mts. and 
Podunajská rovina Flatland – Žitný ostrov Island. 

Integrated Landscape Management, part Hy-
drophysical abiocomplexes. – There was compiled 
a regional overview of rocks` hydraulic properties with-
in the catchments of Poprad and Dunajec, Morava and 
Danube, Hornád and Bodva.

Neovolcanites of the Northern Slopes of the 
Štiavnické vrchy Mts. – hydrogeological region V 88. 
– This project of hydrogeological investigation is ori-
ented on realization of hydrogeological boreholes and 
calculation of groundwater amounts.

 Regional Hydrogeothermal Assessment of the Topoľčany Bay. – The project is linked with realization and 
evaluation of geothermal borehole and an overall geothermal conditions of the territory.
For the purpose of the project IPREG there was secured co-ordination of special-purpose geological and ap-
plied maps to be compiled and there has been elaborated hydrogeological map of the region. 
 In year 2005 there was accomplished project Influence of Geological Factors upon the Quality of Life 
(research and development project in the scope of the state programme Quality of Life – Health, Nourishment 
and Education). The project involves as-
sessment of groundwater accessibility as 
sources of potable waters for pilot area 
of the Hornonitrianska kotlina Basin. In 
the scope of this project there was es-
tablished expert system for estimation of 
quality groundwater sources potential at 
competitive prices for their capture (for 
instance, catchwork and conveyance of 
waters from spring against hydrogeologi-
cal borehole realization) for individual 
urban units under available knowledge 
of hydrogeological conditions. 
 For Partial Monitoring System Envi-
ronmental Geofactors there were solved 
hydrogeological aspects of slope move-
ments evolution within sliding areas.

Thermometric and resistivity measurements at search for hidden groundwater inflow into Krpeľany Reservoir. Photo: Peter Malík

Department of Hydrogeology and Geothermal Energy

maps compiled up to the end of 2000

maps under compilation, completion up to the end 2006

territories without hydrogeological map 1 : 50 000

hydrogeological maps completion in 2005

State of basic hydrogeological mapping
at 1 : 50 000 scale in Slovakia.

Territory, covered by basic hydrogeological and hydrogeochemical maps at scale 1 : 50 000; they were compiled in year 2005.

Source of mineral water SHB-2 in the Brusno Spa. 
Photo: Peter Malík

Participants in July hydrogeological mapping campaign and the spring J66 at mouth-
ing of the valley Krátke (Ľubochnianska dolina Valley). Photo: Erika Kováčová
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 The most important projects of the department, which are a component of the ap-
plied geology and are underpinned by knowledge acquired within basic geological 
research and mapping:
 Partial Monitoring System – Geological Factors. – The project is focused on harmful 
natural or anthropogeneous geological processes, which pose a danger to environment 
and to humans. It allows to envisage impact of these sinister processes in time and space 
and to take appropriate measures to mitigate their effects. In the course of the project solu-
tion the criterion of economic-societal significance of individual monitoring subsystems, se-
lected sites and observed objects has been put forward. The main objective of the project is 
to collect data, which would contribute not only to optimum financial, methodological and 
technical performance of remedy and mitigation measures, but also to provide information 
for prevention against emergency events. 

 The most important and harmful are landslides 
and other slope deformations (the monitoring is car-
ried out at ca 22 sites, comprising several methods) 
Among the other hazards there are monitored erosion 
processes, changes in anthropogeneous sediments, 
registration of damaged objects upon volume unstable 
sediments in lowlands, there is assessed rock massifs 
stability below historic objects and territorial tectonic 
and seismic activity. Within regular monitoring network 
there has been carried out also observation of snow 
pack quality and active stream sediments quality. 
Based upon regular measurements of a radon volume 
activity there has been estimated radon risk and its 
variations for measured objects. For collection and stor-
age of information from monitored sites there serves 
a Partial Information System (PIS) Geological Factors 
(iglarova@geology.sk). The data bases` structure is a 
compound of data sources catalogue of metainformation system environment, (http://www.iszp.sk.). At http://www.dionysos.
gssr.sk there have been made accessible annual reports and overview of monitoring activities. 
 For Set of Regional Maps Environmental Geological Factors of the Region Myjavská pahorkatina Upland and 
Biele Karpaty Mts. there were compiled maps of engineering geological zoning, map of relative susceptibility territory to 

slope movements and map of important geologi-
cal factors. Results of the above works would serve 
also for urban planning and decision-making on 
territory urban development and at environmental 
and geological risk assessment. Fig 3 illustrates 
Javorníky Mts. panorama.
 The main objectives of the geological project 
Influence of Geological Factors upon Quality of 
Life in year 2005 there were: analysis and inven-
tory of natural unfavourable geological factors 
and hazardous interactions with technosphere in Slovakia, application and modification of methodologies for assessment of individual groups of unfavour-
able geological factors, analysis and inventory of target objects and population groups from the viewpoint of their jeopardizing by geological factors and 
their responsive sensitivity, pilot assessment of geological and interactive unfavourable factors at the Horná Nitra territory and elaboration of scenarios to 
minimize their effect. Fig. 4 shows a trench which has been evolved in so-called Engliš`s Quarry near the Podhradie Village. Fig. 5 depicts wetlands which 
have evolved atop the undermined areas.
 Compilation of geological maps 1 : 50 000 for the purpose of Integrated Management Landscape (IMK) continued by creation of Geographic Information 

System (GIS, EG boreholes, results of laboratory analyses) and calcula-
tion of relief digital model. This way there has been created engineering 
geological information layer, which is a compound of digital maps of 
abiocomplexes and which is the main objective of the project IMK. 
 In the scope of the geological project Cross-border Contamination 
of Soils in High-Mountain Areas in Slovakia there was carried out soil 
sampling in mountain ranges of Spišská Magura and Vysoké Tatry Mts. 
and there was elaborated Special-Purpose Geological Map Potentials 
and Risks for Natural Environment in Near-Border Area with Poland. 
 Geological project Geological-Environmental Subsystem for 
Crude Oil Pipeline Information System (RIS) Company Transpetrol, 
a. s, there were in year 2005 accomplished GIS system with charac-
terisation of the respective geological environment along the crude oil 
pipeline course from the viewpoint of its potential vulnerability due to ac-
cidents (geological hazardous factors identification, environmental risk 
assessment). The output has been compiled in the GIS environment.

Department of Engineering Geology

Javorníky Mts. panorama. Photo: M. Ondrášik.

Installed station MARS 5 at the Veľká Čausa site which is connected on-line with 
information centre through GSM port. Photo: P. Ondrejka.

Trench at the Engliš`s Quarry near the 
Podhradie Village Photo: A. Klukanová.

Evolution of wetlands above undermined area. Photo: P. Liščák.

Diagrams from MARS 5 station – (1 groundwater level course, 2 water tempera-
ture, 3 air temperature, 4 daily precipitation total).
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 The goal of departmental principal geological projects in 
year 2005 was to achieve a complex information on abiotic en-
vironmental compounds quality, natural water quality and obser-
vation of quality changes, change in conditions and involvement 
of geochemical processes in time scale. The departmental labo-
ratory is oriented on analyses of geological materials (mainly 
natural and waste water, stream sediments and other) and it has 
received a certificate regularly confirmed by yearly interlabora-
tory analyses of inorganic components chemical content in wa-
ters. In year 2005 the laboratory analysed 748 samples (natural 
water and river sediment), which represents 16 118 analyses.
 The department interpreters were involved in solution of the 
following projects:
 Geological project Set of Maps of Environmental Geofac-
tors of the Myjavská pahorkatina Upland was closed by final 
report with text explanations and maps: A special-purpose hydr-
ogeologic map, map of natural waters quality, map of geochem-
ical rock types, geochemical map of stream sediments, soil map, 
pedogeochemical association map, map of radon risk progno-
sis, map of total radioactivity, concentration maps of potassium, 
uranium and thorium, map of natural waters radioactivity. 
 In the scope of the IPREG project there were compiled the 

following maps: geomagnetic map, lithogenetical map and map of Quaternary sediments thickness, map of geochemical rock types, geochemical 
map of stream sediments, soil and pedogeochemical map, map of Pre-Tertiary basement and 
tectonic map.
 In the scope of the geological project Basic Hydrogeological Maps of Selected Regions of 
Slovakia there were compiled hydrogeochemical maps of the Žitný ostrov Island, Ipeľská and 

Turčianska kotlina Basins and 
Veľká Fatra Mts.. 
 For the purpose of the 
project Partial Monitoring Sys-
tem of Environmental Geofac-
tors there were accomplished 
partial projects: Stream sedi-
ments, Snow Pack Quality and 
Weathering.
 We contributed to a VEGA 
grant by elaboration of arsenic 
distribution in natural media. 
 Geological project Influ-
ence of Geological Factors 
upon Quality of Life (research-
development project in the 
scope of the state programme 
Quality of Life – Health, Nour-
ishment and Education) was de-
signed as inter-sector program 
underpinned by networking 
among teams of professionals 
from SGUDS Bratislava, FNS 

Comenius University, Public Health Authority Bratislava, Regional 
Public Health Authority Prievidza and ENVIRONMENT, a.s. In the 
scope of the project solution there were realized: analysis and in-
ventory of natural hazards and hazardous interactions with tech-
nosphere in Slovakia, application and modification methodologies 
for assessment of individual groups of geological hazards, analy-
sis and inventory of target objects and population groups from the 
viewpoint of their jeopardizing by geological hazards and sensi-
tivity, pilot study assessment of geological and interactive hazards 
within selected regions of Slovakia and elaboration of scenarios 
for their minimization. Project terminated in year 2005.

Stream sediments sampling – subsystem Monitoring of the stream sediments quality, locality Kolárovo, Malý 
Dunaj. Photo: I. Slaninka.

Department of Environmental Geochemistry

Groundwater sampling, hydrogeochemical research, Muránska planina Plateau region, locality Červená 
skala, „Prameň pod viaduktom“ (Spring below viaduct). Photo: J. Kordík.

Water sampling and field measurements in the Turčianska kotlina Basin. Photo: F. Bottlík.

Snow sampling in the scope of the subsystem Snow pack quality, 
locality Štrbské Pleso. Photo Ľ. Jurkovič.
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 Dominant activities of the department in year 2005 there were metallogenetic research, assessment of 
territory mineral resources potential and solution of regional mineral resources policy issues, search for novel 
and non-traditional mineral resources including technological research, creation of geological information 
system on deposits, elaboration of mineral resources Yearbook of the SR and solution of the Development 
Aid Project in Mongolia.
 Department is seated in all regional centres of the institute. The department’s working group in Bratislava 
is specialised in the issues of metallogenesis and deposit models, the working group from the RC Banská 
Bystrica is oriented mainly on non-metallic mineral resources and issues of regional mineral resources policy, 
the working group from the RC Spišská Nová Ves is dealing with economical, raw minerals and environmen-
tal aspects of mineral resources and two specialists in the RC Košice participated in several projects.
 During the year 2005 the department’s specialists were coordinators or collaborators of the fol-
lowing projects:
 Sources of Ore-Bearing Fluids in Metal-
logeny of the Western Carpathians. – the 

project objective is to solve issues of Western Carpathians ore mineralization genesis and source of 
ore-bearing fluids with utilization of special laboratory methods, mainly study of fluid inclusions, iso-
tope geochemistry and electron microanalysis. In the project solution there collaborate specialists from 
FNS CU in Bratislava. The theme porphyry mineralization in the Slovak neovolcanites was finished by 
partial final report, the themes genesis of manganese sedimentary deposits and Tatricum mineraliza-
tion are close to finalization and in advanced stage elaboration there are themes Gemericum metal-
logenesis, southern Veporicum mineralization and Neovolcanites epithermal mineralization.
 Geological-Mineral Resources Potential Assessment of the Slovenské rudohorie Mts. – West 
and Possibilities for their Utilization for the Territory Development. – The project was accomplished 
by partial final reports.
 Mineral Resources Utilization in Large-Size Protected Areas of the SR. – Project was aiming 
on conflicts identification of deposit areas (DP, PDA) with protected nature areas (NP, PLA) and their 
assessment from the viewpoint of existing or potential impacts upon environment. The project is solved 
in close corroboration with the State Nature Conservancy SR.
 Regional Resources Policies of the Trenčiansky and Nitriansky Self-Governing Regions. – The aim was to create a document, which could serve as a tool for 

active regional development, as an obligatory groundwork for physical planning and re-
gional development planning and as a tool for regional administration in sphere of mineral 
resources. The documents elaborated define the main resource conditions and objectives 
and tools for effective utilization and protection of mineral resources with regard to sustain-
able development of the society and environmental protection. The analytical part of the 
strategic documents is dealing with basic characteristic and economic importance of the 
region, resources and prognosis mineral resources of the region under study, impact of 
mineral resources exploitation upon environment, secondary mineral resources utilization 
status and with a review of legislative instruments in relation to mineral resources policy, to 
mineral resources utilization and waste treatment. In the proposal part there is in detail and 
complexly elaborated an analysis of novel opportunities for mineral resources utilization 
through products with higher added value, definition of principal limits and perspectives 
and the tools analysed in detail of mineral resources policy realization in regions.
 Basic Hydrogeochemical Map of the Čergov Mts. 1 : 50 000. – In the scope of the 
project the departmental specialists from Spišská Nová Ves compiled a basic hydrogeo-
chemical map of the mountain range together with respective explanation.

 Reinterpretation of Panned Concentrate Prospecting Results SR. – The project’s final report accomplished 
a period of regional panned concentrate prospecting within the territory of Slovakia. A large part heavy-min-
eral concentrates samples was mineralogically re-assessed and unified thus creating 50 000 elements data 
base with more than 100 data types. This has allowed creating of distribution maps of selected minerals for the 
entire area of Slovakia. The results are of an eminent importance for the resources assessment of the Slovak terri-
tory. There were characterised almost all deposits of ore mineral resources by their secondary plume. A part of 
the report there is Atlas of Heavy Minerals. It presents a synoptical characterisation of 41 varieties and groups 
of minerals. The Commission for Final Reports Approval recommended it for publishing in printed form. 
 Mineralizations of Platinum Group Chemical Elements and REE in Western Mongolia: regional prognosis 
assessment. – In the scope of this project of third countries development aid there were step by step realized: 

preparatory works – literature search and archive data, assessment of geological groundwork and sa-
tellite images and selection of sites for field works;
field works themselves at 14 sites in the course of two months; first part of taken samples laboratory analyses.

 The Yearbook Mineral Resources 2005. – There was realized actualisation of statistical data on resources, 
exploitation (domestic and world-wide), foreign trade and prices of mineral resources commodities valid for year 
2004. The Annual brings an information on state of mineral resources basis of Slovakia and provides summary of 
actualised information on mineral resources wealth of the Slovak Republic. It contains a basic information on valid 
mining and geological legislation, classification resources, production of goods based upon minerals (metallurgy, 
petrochemistry), as well as exploitation of mineral resources within protected natural areas of SR.
 An upgrade of Data Bases Deposits of Mineral Resources of SR in the scope of project GeoIS repre-
sented follow-up works initiated within the project Metallogenetic Assessment of Slovakia. The works in year 
2005 were focused on completion of records of exclusive.

–

–

Department of Mineral Resources Complex Assessment

Abandoned quarry in PDA Spišská Nová Ves – Novoveská 
Huta (Cu, Mo, U ores), locality Muráň. Photo: P. Baláž.

Isotope trends in siderite from the Western Carpathians (V. Hurai).

Intrusive complex Banisko: KŠ33 – 812,4 m/2, diorite porphyry; detail from 
rim part of quartz, anhydrite and pyrite aggregate, two-feldspar thermometry 
analysis. Projection in reflected electrons (J. Lexa and V. Kollárová).
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Deposit of dimension and decoration stone – Brezová marble 
– Silická Brezová. Photo: P. Baláž.
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 The main geological project in year 2005: 
Evolution, Geometry and Distribution of Potential Lithological Traps of 

Hydrocarbons in Development and Closing Stage of the Neogene Basins in 
Slovakia. – There were carried out retrieval, digitalisation, data base and inter-
preting works in Eastern Slovakia, Vienna and Podunajská Basins. There have 
been launched modelling works. It continued integrated interpretation migrated 
temporal seismic profiles together with results from boreholes in digital form using 
software PETREL. 

Sequence stratigraphy of the Underground Gas Storage Facility Suchohrad – Gajary-8. 
Pannonian. – In the scope of contractual corroboration with Enterprise NAFTA, 
a. s, Gbely the departmental specialists accomplished a final stage of geologi-
cal research of the Pannonian basal sediments in the area of underground gas 
storage facility Suchohrad – Gajary. The research aimed upon sedimentologic 
and sequence-stratigraphic assessment of the borehole recovery, assessment of 
the borehole sounding, interpretation of selected profiles from 3D seismics and 
elaboration of whole series of models. For modelling purposes there was devel-

oped a novel original method which 
enables 3D distinguishing rock data 
sets into sequence-stratigraphic litho-
logical complexes, separated by 
sequence boundaries and surfaces 
of flooding. The final modelling us-
ing software PETREL was focused 
on distribution of defined facies as-
sociations  in studied 3D layers. 
 Magnetic map of Slovakia. 
– The project covers those parts 
of Slovakia, in which there have 
not been realized geomagnetic 
measurements yet - Outer (Flysch) 
Carpathians – Nízke Beskydy Mts. 
– and Inner Carpathians – Veľká 
Fatra, Chočské vrchy, Nízke and 
Vysoké Tatry Mts.. This work will fill 
the gap in essential knowledge on 
magnetic image of the Slovak Re-
public in the Earth’s magnetic field.

Department of Geophysics and Non-Renewable Energy Sources

Correlation of standard integrated lithological and electrical sounding (RAP and SP) date from the East Slovakian Basin (software PETREL).

East-Slovakia Basin – an example of inte-
grated visualization of three key stratigraphic 
boundaries together with interpreted reflex 
seismic cross-sections (software PETREL).

Magnetic map of Slovakia – review of addi-
tional ground-based magnetic measurements 
in the north-eastern Slovakia.
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 In year 2005 the departmental specialists participated in solution of the follow-
ing geological projects:
 Technological Research and Possibilities for utilization of Non-Metallic Mineral 
Resources in Economic Sphere and Environment. – The goal was an experimental re-
search, advancement, verifying, testing and application of various ecologically friendly 
materials and their mixtures, or their technologically dressed products, which irrevers-
ible and complexly adsorb a whole rank of the most toxic metals (Cd, Hg, Pb) and 
definition of desorption conditions with these metals extractability exceeding 95 %.
 The further goal were research and verifying of novel dressing technologies 
of mineral resources, which allow preparation of novel mixed products, eventually 
goods with higher added value. Technological research is realized on the basis 
of selected mineral resources or rocks – feldspars and feldspar mineral resources, 
kaolins and kaolin sands, siliceous Quaternary sands and carbonates – limestones. 
The most promising results have been achieved with siliceous sands, feldspar and 
feldspar mineral resources and mineral resources suitable for environment protec-
tion (sorbents).

 There have been verified very effective ways of siliceous sands 
dressing. Final siliceous concentrates prepared from samples of 
Záhorie aeolian sands meet requirements for the most quality glass 
sand labelled as TS 12/08. There were prepared products with 
Fe2O3 content ranging 0,006 – 0,008 % in the final product.
 The second analysed mineral resource type were feldspars 

and feldspar min-
eral resources. 
The reached 
results indicate 
possibilities for 
recovery of three 
quality products: 
micas of various 
granularity, feld-
spar concentrate 
and white sili-
ceous product.

  In the scope 
of the research in the sphere of environment protection and creation there were tested individual resources 
types in such a way, that the most harmful toxic metal (Cd, Hg, Pb) were adsorbed at minimum 95 % from 
entering solutions, either individually or in mutual combination of two and three metals. The adsorption 
test results have confirmed that bentonites and zeolites are effective sorbents, adsorbing individual metals 
to a rate of more than 95 %. Promising results have been achieved also at adsorption of cations pairs 
combination (Pb, Hg, Cd) in solution and also at triplet cations Pb – Hg – Cd in solution, where effective-
ness reached more than 95 %.

Products of feldspar dressing (sample No. 27 – Chyžné – Biela skala 1, feldspars – feldspar-rich rocks). Photo: M. Repčiak.

Product of laboratory dressing (sample No. 15 – Plavecký Mikuláš, siliceous sands). Photo: M. Repčiak

Deposit of Aeolian sands – Plavecký Mikuláš, Kamenný Mlyn. Photo: M. Repčiak.

Department of Applied Technology Mineral Resources – RC Košice
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 In year 2005 (20. – 23. June) the specialists of the SGUDS organized the SGS Congress, the 31st nation-wide event of the 
geological societies active at the territory of Czechoslovakia and Slovakia. It was 11th event organized at the Slovak territory, 14th 
during the SGS independent existence and the 4th one in the era of the Slovak Republic. At the same time it was the first SGS Con-

gress since the Slovak Repub-
lic access into EU, even with 
international participation. It 
was organized at Medvedia 
hora, Zemplínska šírava un-
der the auspice of the Minis-
ter of Environment Prof. RNDr. 
László Miklós, DrSc., and the 
President of the Košice Self-
Governing Region RNDr. Ru-
dolf Bauer. In the event there 
were actively present almost 
60 SGUDS employees pre-
senting their lectures, posters 
and guidance to geological 
excursions.

 On 8th December 2005, Slovak Association of Geochemists, De-
partment of Geochemistry FNS CU and Department of Environmen-
tal Geochemistry SGUDS organized the workshop Geochemistry 
2005 in Bratislava. A compound of the workshop was the reviewed 
Proceedings, which was published by the Dionýz Štúr Publishers 
SGUDS. There took part 52 professionals at the workshop, among 
them several top specialists in the area of geochemistry from Slovakia 
and Czech Republic, who presented lectures of basic regional and 
methodological character. 
 The specialists of the Department of Hydrogeology and Geo-
thermal Energy SGUDS in corroboration with Slovak Association of 
Hydrogeologists were significantly involved in organizing of the 13th 
Slovak Hydrogeologic Conference in the year 2005. It was held in 
Brusno on 26th – 28th October 2005. It resulted in publishing of 
Conference Proceedings comprising 34 contributions in four thematic 
areas: Underground water for population supplying with potable wa-
ter of a good quality; Investigation, risk analysis and maintenance of 
contaminated sites; Novel trends in methodological procedures in hy-
drogeology and implementation of the European legislation; Mineral 
and geothermal waters.

 The specialists of the Depart-
ment of Core Recovery and Sam-
ple Storage organized the work-
shop Course of Documentation 
for FNS CU Bratislava geology 
students, held in Kralova pri Senci. 
Besides cited principal events, the 
specialists of SGUDS presented 
the results of their scientific work 
at the Christmas workshop in Brati-
slava, Palaeontologic Conference 
in Olomouc and at the 12th Con-
gress R. C. M. N. S.  September 6 
– 11, 2005 in Vienna.
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The Quarternary Summer School participants at the site Dolné Věstonice. Photo J. Kernátsová.

The 13th Slovak Hydrogeologic Confer-
ence participants (Man and water and 
mineral water source Ondrej in the Brusno 
Spa. Photo: Peter Malík.

Course of geological documentation. Photo M. Stolár.
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Head of the Division:
RNDr. Milan Gargulák, CSc.

 Major duty of Geofond is to collect, store, make evi-
dence, process and make available the information. To 
this task there is subjected the Geofond activity. To fulfil 
these duties there have been established specialized de-
partments, which in terms of valid legislation – mainly Act 
No. 313/1999 Coll. of Laws and Regulation ME SR No. 
141/2000 Coll. of Laws – provide:

registration of exploration areas,
administration of old mining works register,
administration of evidence on exclusive deposits, which 
after their prospecting termination are not exploited, and 
their protection,
elaborates statements to investments from the viewpoint 
of mineral resources deposits protection, territorial stabil-
ity and registered geological works,
annual elaboration of Balance of Exclusive Deposits of 
the Slovak Republic,
evidence and administration of sample and core storage 
documentation and statements to its  destruction,
creation of Geofond information system as a component 
of the national information system, 
creation and operation of the central Geofond bank of data;
collecting, storage, evidence, elaboration of and making 
available for customers mainly:

reports on geological works results,
calculations of mineral deposits resources and 
groundwater resources,
diploma, MSc and PhD theses, findings, expert opin-
ion and similar works within the field of geology,
reports from foreign study and missions within the 
field of geology,

evidence and storage of educational-promotion films 
and videocassettes fixed in geology,
control of archived materials from the viewpoint of their 
completeness and readability and their amendments, 
when needed,
elaboration and actualization of general documenta-
tion on geological mapping, on deposit, hydrogeologic, 
engineering geological, geophysical, geochemical and 
other investigation of the Slovak Republic territory,
development of the Central Geological Library and making 
available primary and secondary information sources. 

 Besides the above duties fulfilment the specialists form 
the Geofond division as participate also in solution of the 
geological research project Reinterpretation and Assess-
ment of Geological Core Recovery and Sample Storage 
from Mapping Boreholes in SR and in corroboration with 
INGEO – IGHP, s. r. o., in solution of the project Atlas of 
Slopes Stability Maps SR at 1 : 50 000 Scale.
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The Division’s organization in brief:
Central Geological Library,

Written documentation (archive),
registers,

Geofond’s information systems,
Core recovery and sample storage,

Deposits evidence and protection,
Regional centres Košice and Spišská Nová Ves.
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Central Geological Library
 The Central Geological Library as specialized library of na-
tion-wide range provides free access to information distributed on 
classical as well as electronic carriers. 
 The Library’s fund by the end of 2005 encompasses 70 303 
titles of monographic and periodic literature (books and bound 
journal volumes), 46 864 non-bound titles of periodic literature 
and 551 journal titles.
 Electronic data bases from the sphere of geology and environ-
ment worldwide contain more than 4,1 mil. records. In the library 
there are 3 foreign data bases: GEOBASE, GEOREF and EMBASE.
 In the own data base (GLIB) there is provided Library cata-
logue (publications since year 1979) containing 32 264 records 
published also at http://geolisis.gssr.sk .
 The library increments are achieved mainly by SGUDS pub-
lications exchange with partner institutions based upon interna-
tional exchange and to a lesser extent by publications purchase. 
In year 2005 the Library was in contact with 222 partner institutions from 59 countries and through this co-operation it gained 417 titles journals, mono-
graphs, maps and other documents. There were purchased 92 titles of journals and 18 books.
 In the scope of daily service in year 2005 from the Library fund there were borrowed 14 622 documents (the Library besides the SGUDS employees 
evidenced also 500 external visitors). Via international and intrastate interlibrary borrow service the Library borrowed from abroad for our employees 
94 documents and other libraries borrowed from our fund 47 publications. From existing data bases there were elaborated 2 044 research studies.
 At present study documents Library provided an opportunity of serve-yourself reprographic services.

Department of Written Documentation (archive)
 The archive’s fund of professional reports and expert opinions has 
achieved a total number of 86 152 registered and catalogued units.

Increments of final reports and expert opinions 648
Increments – duplicates 115
Films + other funds –
Altogether 763

 Into data bases there were inserted 8 415 signal data and thanks this 
a total number of electronic processed final reports (since year 1969) has 
reached 70 114. They are available at the internet address http://geolisis.
gssr.sk/geofond/.
 The study hall opened daily issued 300 tickets for new visitors and pro-
vided services to 2 861 visits, comprising study of 23 980 archive materials. 
Based upon requirements employees of SGUDS and visitors the reprographic 
service produced 78 810 copies of geological documentation.
 By the end of 2005 in the scope of preparation for complete digital archive 
creation there were launched works with trial scanning of archive documents.

Data bases of Central Geological Library – http://geolisis.gssr.sk

Reports available for study.

Registers Department

 The Registers Department activity in year 2005 was aiming on actualization (upgrade) of classical registers and stored data verification. At the same 
time there were elaborated data bases both for data, as well graphic part of registers. In all registers a total number of records was decreased when 
comparing with the past, because at data verification there were identified and removed duplicities and irrelevant records. 
 Indispensable project of the Registers Department is processing of written opinions to investments, physical planning, conflicts of interests at 
exploration area proposals and elaboration of written statements to proposals for EA determination. Totally there were elaborated 535 opinions 
and statements from the viewpoint of landslides occurrence, old mining works and defined EA.

 The informa-
tions were provided 
also for private per-
sons; the Registers 
Department in year 
2005 was visited 
by 599 entities.
 Also in year 
2005 in the scope 
of yearly duties 
there was elaborat-
ed and published 
Overview of the 
Amounts Ground-
water Hydrogeo-
logical Regions SR. Expert opinion to investments from the viewpoint of land-

slide investigation.

Register
Number 
of entities

Increments
A total number 

in register
Exploration areas 26 30 428
exploration areas proposals 26 29 359
landslides 41 2 11 393
boreholes* 185 3 622         *
hydrogeological boreholes 253 158 22 587
waste disposals 22 8 8 312
mapping and purpose mapping progress 26 182 9 368
geophysical investigation 12 374 4 106
old mining works 8 39 16 517
geochemical 51 023 70 558
expert opinions 535 6 386

*  In boreholes register there are stored 732 956 record units and 6 237 situations. The respective data base 
contains 71 938 inventory sheets (IS). There are stored 91 271 IS in total.
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Department of Geofond’s Information Systems
 The main activity of the IS Department there is creation and development of data 
base and spatial compound based upon data, coming from preparation and process-
ing of geological reports in the Registers Department.
 Data bases
 In the scope of solution of collection, actualizations, updates and transfer data 
issues into distributed relation data base ORACLE 9i, since year 2005 there is inter-
nally operated sub-register of geophysical investigation in borehole – sounding.  After 
necessary upgrades the data base landslides was transformed from dBASE IV format 
into Oracle 9i environment.
 For the above registers there were created relation tables, code lists, recording 
application, updates, triggers, bids (LOV) and the main menu. 
 There was carried out harmonization of point GIS layer for hydrogeological bore-
holes register with data base table sets containing essential data on borehole, on 
pumping test, description and outfit. The register was amended on numerical codes for 
geological age, hydrogeological regions, mapping sheets and ÚTJ-ZÚJ. In ORACLE 9i 
environs there were completed applications related to tables and numerical codes.

 Spatial compounds
 Graphic data, which are annexes of geological reports, are elaborated with-
in unified GIS format– geodata base in ESRI environs using products ArcView 
and ArcMap. 
 Preparation of spatial data, their actualizations and preparation and process-
ing are based upon categorisation of scanned geo-referenced data. For these 
purposes there are elaborated method and supporting macro-programmes and 
keywords, there has been created linkage to data base, code lists and codes for 
depiction of areal, line and point elements. The ArcView and ArcMap products 
are amended on novel extension function. 
 In year 2005 there continued works on the register of geophysical investi-
gation according to measurement technique. Together there were elaborated 74 
bezošvých maps – measurements till year 1983. In sub-register of geophysical 
investigation boreholes (sounding) there was carried out categorization of 121 
maps. There were upgraded attributes into data bases (45 mapping sheets) and 

there were created linkages among the maps geophysical investigation till the year 1985, altogether 104 maps at scale 1 : 50 000. In the register (ap-
proved) of exploration areas and proposed exploration areas there are regularly elaborated actualized data bases and output map at scale 1 : 400 000. 
 In the sphere of reprographic services the Department of Geofond’s IS provided drawing on HP DJ 800, colour scanning and copying (with connec-
tion to plotter) with the facility Contex MAGNUM XL-54. As a rule, the scanned data sets are distributed burned on CD and DVD.
 The department administers archive digital data derived from report annexes, there are provided geo-referenced raster data from ortophotomaps SR at 
scale 1 : 5 000 (together 2 484 mapping sheets) and raster data of author manuscripts mapping sheets from geological maps at scale GK 1 : 25 000. 
 In the scope of corroboration in the project’s solution Atlas of Slopes Stability Maps SR at 1 : 50 000 Scale there has been prepared a novel 
structure GIS register of landslides in form personal GeoDatabase (PGD) in ArcMap environs in MS Access format. There was accomplished linkage to 
frameworks – projects mxd – for creation output mapping sets together with created geodata base SVM 50 – geo-reference groundwork – with relation 
addresses – access.

Simplified scheme of geophysical and mapping investigation registers.

ArcMap –presentation of mapping composition.

Department of Core Recovery and Sample Storage
 In the scope of valid legislation the Department of takes over and stores geological sam-
ples and borehole recovery from the Slovak Republic territory. It provides its permanent and 
systematic storage, preservation, actualization of information system (IS) on core recovery and 
sample storage enabling material identification. All these activities lead to main goal – to make 
available material for further utilization.
 Sample storage geological documentation is stored in three bases and in one storehouse 
throughout SR. At these locations there are stored 4 670 boreholes in 37 709 core boxes, 
which represents 68 635 m of preserved core recovery. 
 Besides drill hole material there are permanently stored 6 570 core boxes of mapping 
documentation material with more than 300 000 samples, 7 660 core boxes of geochemical 
samples, study collections with 32 260 pieces of palaeontologic material, 8 120 pieces of 
rock samples and 105 000 documentation samples and duplicates from chemical analyses.
 The information system (IS HD) under creation comprises 3 631 boreholes, among them 
there are completely processed 2 275 boreholes. The IS enables to search for borehole mate-
rial according to selection criteria – according to label borehole, author, sites, co-ordinates 
or mapping sheet and at the same time enables to identify corresponding location of stored 
material, preserved depth and geological profile of the borehole.
 The amount of constantly increasing material has asked for change in storage technology, and that is why since year 2000 the core recovery have been 
processed in to-date way – longitudinal cutting (minimization). To date we are already in the third stage; after preparation of structural and deposit boreholes 
there are processed mapping boreholes. A novel approach requires a lot of work linked with identification, control, re-labelling and new evidence of stored drill 
hole material.
 Thus, in year 2005 there were identified, controlled and evidenced 2 100 boreholes, replaced 42 boreholes, cut 6 038 m of core recovery and there were 
replaced and modified more than 25 000 pieces of documentation samples. 
In the scope of making available of core recovery and sample storage in year 2005 the geological documentation visited 45 persons; four from them were 
allowed (based upon approval by ME) sampling of part of the documentation. 
 Besides storage of existing documentation material there are systematically collected large-size type samples of mineral resources from the most important 
deposits of SR exploited either in the past or to-date for envisaged permanent out-door exposition.

Borehole recovery transport.
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 According to valid legislation among the main projects of the department 
there belong:

evidence administration and providing protection of non-utilised exclusive 
deposits (VL),

annual elaboration of and publishing of Balance of Exclusive Minerals Depos-
its SR and Evidence of Non-Exclusive Minerals Deposits,

providing information and elaboration of research studies on occurrence and 
deposits status in SR,

expert opinion to physical planning development, investments and  proposed 
exploration areas,

proposals elaboration for VL resources depreciation, proposals for determination, 
change and liquidation of protected deposit area (PDA) evidenced at SGUDS,

creation of mineral deposits GIS.
 To fulfil the above duties the department administers mineral resources register, 
which to date contain elaborated sub-registers of exclusive minerals deposits and non-
exclusive minerals deposits.

In stage elaboration there are the sub-registers:
potentially economic deposits, 
approved prognosis resources (exclusive minerals),
approved prognosis resources (non-exclusive minerals),
evidenced prognosis resources,
worked-out deposits and deposits excluded from Balance,
deposit and mineralogical occurrences,
negative explorations.

 To-date the sub-registers launch a modern GIS technology, 
however, the original map depiction and passports inventory has 
been preserved in analogue form.
 Complete register mineral resources has been administered 
in analogue form as set of maps at scale 1 : 25 000 from the 
whole territory SR with protraction of deposit objects. Each ob-
ject consists of text part in passport form; according to deposit 
importance or occurrence passport are elaborated in various detail. To date the analogue register contains up to 6 000 passports (in the past year 
among them 667 exclusive deposits and 447 non-exclusive minerals deposits) and to them there are attached approx. 8 000 – 12 000 objects of min-
eral exploration SR. 
 To meet the demands of investment organizations or for physical plans development there were elaborated 180 opinions to conflicts of interests. To 
requests on determination of exploration area (EA) or to proposals for EA determination there were elaborated 35 opinions. There were provided to 
customers 195 informations and there were elaborated 3 retrievals on deposit exploration status for commercial subjects.

A significant task in year 2005 was processing of 21 proposals for resources depreciation in terms of SR Government Resolution No. 722 from 14 
July 2004 to actualization of mineral resources policy Slovak Republic for sector mineral resources (Provision No. 3 – to perform analysis of the amount of 
evidenced exclusive deposits in balance mineral resources and to propose their reduction based upon their real exploitability in long-term perspective).
 At GIS deposits register creation there has continued identification of non-exclusive minerals deposits (based upon new approvals for mining activity 
– ČVBS) and their protractions in maps. At the same time they were digitized and there was allocated to them an explicit identifier. From a total of 331 
deposits there are precisely localized 220 spatial deposits and 71 point opinions. In sub-registers of exclusive deposits there were verified data accord-
ing to their status in Balance of resources by 1. 1. 2005, and there were amended on alteration and liquidation of DP and PDA, which were carried out 
in the course of 2004.

•

•

•

•

•

•

–
–
–
–
–
–
–

 Both regional centres host library and archive, which provide service for 
SGUDS employees prevailingly, to a lesser extent also to external customers.
 At the regional centre Spišská Nová Ves there is also geophysical reg-
ister and geophysical bank of data. Step by step there are elaborated 
individual reports with geophysical measurements results. After their refine-
ment and analysis the graphic, text and tabular monochromatic ground-
work (black-white or in shades grey), or in full colour objects are scanned 
by large-scale scanner with 300 dpi resolution. 
 After basic computer processing the working data in formats TIFF or 
JPG and alphanumeric data sets (format MS Excel) are archived on DVD-R. 

From the beginning of the these works realization in year 2004 there were 
archived on 21 DVD-R pieces (it means nearly 90 GB data) 8 700 graphic 
raster data sets (format A4 – >A0). Further 4 370 data sets (almost 46 GB 
data) are preliminary stored on PC hard discs.

Territory activity in the Slovak Republic, M = 1 : 500 000.

Regional centres Košice and Spišská Nová Ves

The Department of Deposits Evidence and Protection

Number of deposits from Balance of Exclusive Minerals Deposits SR (2000 – 2004).

Yearly evidence mineral deposits resources.

Scanning of primary documentation for geophysical data register.
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Head of the Division:
Ing. Daniela Mackových, CSc.

 Geoanalytical Laborato-
ries, accredited Testing Labo-
ratory, Reference Laboratory 
of the ME SR for Geology 
and Rock Environment real-
ized in year 2005 all analyti-
cal works for: 

projects solved at SGUDS 
– research-technical 
projects and projects Sec-
tion of Geology and Nat-
ural Resources ME SR,
national groundwater 
monitoring in Slovakia 
for ME SR,
foreign projects, 
state as well as private 
organizations.

•

•

•
•

The Division’s organization in brief:
Innovations and marketing,

Performance,
Laboratory of inorganic analyses,

Laboratory of organic analyses,
Laboratories of special analyses,

Samples preparation,
Quality manager and geoanalytical laboratories metrologist.

–
–

–
–

–
–

–
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 Provision of quality management system and vetting of the fulfilment of these requirements was performed through internal audits and external 
controls. In year 2005 in GAL there were carried out 4 external audits organized via accredited auditors of the Slovak National Accreditation Service 
(SNAS), in the following stages:

In April there was performed regular yearly inspection by external auditors of the fulfil-
ment of required criteria corresponding to international standard EN ISO/IEC 17025.
In August there was examined accreditation of the testing laboratory in the role of 
comparative tests organizer, or competency tests for chemical analyses of geological 
and ecological materials, solid fuels and combustion products. The competency tests 
are organized by GAL thus representing an important activity Reference Laboratory of 
the ME SR. In the comparative tests there are involved Slovak and foreign laboratories, 
which use to analyze samples for environmental control. The GAL is the first Laboratory 
in Slovakia which has been licensed accreditation for CT organizing.
The accredited analyses there were enlarged on accredited activities for analysis of C, 
H, N and S in soils, sediments and fuels (coal, alternative solid fuels – plant debris).
In December there was organized an audit concerning the GAL re-accreditation in 
terms of criteria meeting the international standard STN EN ISO/IEC 17025: 2005. 
The audit was carried out by 6 SNAS auditors. Besides the assessment of already es-
tablished tests there were accredited novel analyses of emissions samples, and working 
environment. The Licence on GAL accreditation has been extended till April 1, 2010.

•

•

•

•

Quality management system in GAL

 Taking into account demands for solution of various analytical projects related to  en-
vironmental samples analyses there were realized several applied  research works. They 
comprised mainly enlargement of the analytical works set. In the course of 2005 there were 
elaborated novel analytical methods and techniques, which comprised broader GAL activi-
ties in the scope of these tests: 

analysis of chemical elements by AAS and AES-ICP methods (As, Sb, Se, Cd, Co, Ni,  
Cu, Pb, Zn, Tl, Hg, Al, Be, Te, Sn, Cr, Mn, In) in emissions and in atmosphere, 
analysis of novel organic pollutants in waters and in emissions,
analysis of anions (F–, Cl–, SO42–, CN–, NH3, NO2– ) in atmosphere.

•

•
•

GAL development programmes

Certificate on accreditation No. S-004.

 In year 2005 there was accomplished certification process of novel CRM – Contami-
nated soil KZ1. The Slovak Institute of Metrology in Bratislava assessed and granted Cer-
tificate RM KZ1. New matrix CRM amends and widens the CRM set, which will serve 
environmental laboratories in providing analytical works quality control.

Preparation of novel certified reference material

Providing quality analytical results

 Participation in international and national  MPS.

MATRIX ANALYSES ORGANIZER

Water:
potable
surface
waste

•
•
•

phys.- chemical analysis, 

VÚVH Bratislava

trace elements,

special organic analysis,

ecotoxicologic tests,

microbiologic tests,  

hydrobiologic tests.

Coal basic parameters. TEKO Prague

Soil the main, accessory and trace chemical elements. ISE-WEPAL, Netherlands, 4x a year 12 samples

Sediment special organic analysis. SETOC-WEPAL, Netherlands, 4x a year 12 samples

Sludge trace elements, PAH, PCB. IMEP21, Belgium, Geel

Geological materials the main, accessory and trace chemical elements. GeoPT, the Open University Great Britain, 2x a year

 A total number of analyses from interlaboratory tests was 1 335. An overall success rate of international and national comparative tests in year 2005 
for all types of materials and all tested compounds was 96,4 %.

 The essence of the GAL management system is to guarantee quality control, to sustain 
it and to follow an overall performance of testing and measuring methods. The Laboratory 
utilizes interlaboratory comparative tests for this control.
 Participation in international and national comparative tests (ICT) in yr. 2005 com-
prised a wide spectrum of analyzed materials and chemical elements. Overview of partici-
pation in ICT and assessment of test results is presented in Table.Certificate CRM KZ1.
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 In year 2005 three regional centres electron microanalysis department continued in providing analytical works and in preparation 
samples for researchers from SGUDS, GI SAS, FNS CU and other organizations in SR. The department’s services were again utilized by 
foreign customers – from Czech Republic, Poland and Slovenia. It has confirmed a constant high quality of analytical outcomes from our 
laboratory and its acceptance also in abroad.

 Electron microanalyzator CAMECA SX-100 (France) with embedded ED detector 
KEVEX DELTA + (USA), which has been successfully utilized since 2001, allow to gain 
a  non-destructive chemical analysis of solid non-volatile materials with chemical ele-
ments content from B till U, images projected by electrons and cathodoluminiscency, 
areal and line distribution of chemical elements in sample (RTG maps, line profiles). 
 The instrument adjustment allows automatized measurement (non-assisted meas-
urement; mainly during night hours), which contributes to increase of the carried-out 
analyses amount. All results are provided in digital electronic form.
 The laboratory provides also carbon samples evaporation.

 In year 2005 
there were ana-
lyzed 647 and plat-
ed (vacuum carbon 
evaporation) 661 
samples for 140 
customers. Total 
costs for electron 
microanalyzator 
services reached 
1 825 036 Sk.
 In year 2005 
there were carried 
out electron the 
microanalyzator 

measurements and  the methodology advanced in the following areas: 
chemical analysis of silicate minerals, carbonates and Mn minerals,
chemical analysis of sulphides, sulfosalts, chemical compounds and pure Au and Ag,
dating of monazites – follow-up in measurements and method enhancement; as 
suitable minerals for purpose datings there were verified monazites containing ar-
senic and uraninites; there was elaborated a basic method of their measurements; 
the method will be developed further,
development and accomplishment of trace chemical elements measurements in zircon,
measurement of monazites and xenotimes containing  As, Nb and Ta,
enhancement of method for Cu phosphates and arsenates measurements; evansite,
cathodoluminiscency of zircons, quartz and feldspar,
utilization electron microanalyzator out of geology sphere: archaeology (stone 
tools) and electrotechnics (the reason for crankiness of electronic devices for Mat-
sushita Electronics Company).

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Laboratory of electron microanalysis („microprobe“, EPMA)

Raster electron microscope (“scan“, SEM)
 Raster electron microscope JEOL JSM-840 (Japan) has been utilized for palaeontological and environmental purposes together with 
full service in samples preparation and processing from their evaporation plating till the photodocumentation. 
 In year 2005 the laboratory prepared 43 specimens and the device was operating for 58 hours with a total finance effect of 45 194 Sk.
 Study was oriented in these areas:

Fossil ecosystems for palaeoenvirons reconstruction in various ge-
ological periods. – In the scope of these issues there were sol-
ved these problems: antracotomic analysis of longitudinal and 
transversal transects of carbonized flora debris, detail study of 
spermatophytes superficial structure, study of palynomorphs, ra-
diolarians, malacofauna, study of molluscs fossil eggs structure.
Calcareous dinocysts, foraminifers and ostracods – their study 
and documenting.
Soils microstructure focusing on detection smectites content and 
their impact upon geotechnical parameters.
Study of loess microstructures and their impact upon engineering 
geological properties.
Microlithological study of slaty planes morphology in marly carbonates.
Study and documenting of accessory minerals in heavy-mineral 
concentrates samples and of float gold.
Observation of secondary minerals formation in concretes and 
their impact upon technological properties.
Study of Triassic brachiopods of genus Lingula morphology.

•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

Returns of the Laboratory of electron microanalysis in % in 2005.

Sample concrete treated by sealing coating – depth 1 cm below surface (sample A. 
Klukanová), image acquired by secondary electrons.

Plagioclases (zonal tablets), potassium feldspars (pale-grey 
planes) and quartz (grey-white) in siliceous diorite to monzodi-
orite, borehole KON-1, intrusive complex Banisko, Javorie (sam-
ple V. Konečný), image acquired by cathodoluminiscency.

Monazite (amidst) with corona made of apatite, allanite and 
REE epidote, biotitic granite rich in K- feldspar,  NE of Čierna 
Lehota, Veporicum Kohút zone (sample Ľ. Hraško), image ac-
quired by back-scattered electrons.
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Thermal-Pressure Alteration in Earth Crust of the Western Carpathians in Geological Past 
and Their Probable Recurrence in Near and Distant Future. – This is the main project of the 
department, which was successfully accomplished by final report and defended at ME SR.
Geological-Mineral Resources Potential Assessment of the Slovenské rudohorie Mts. – 
West and Possibilities for their Utilization for the Territory Development and Geological 
Map of the Považský Inovec Mts. Region and SE Part of the Trenčianska kotlina Basin at 
1 : 50 000 Scale. – There were realized measurements and data processing, there was 
finished field research, there were carried out works in the scope of geological maps compi-
lation with corresponding explanations.
General Geological Map of SR 1 : 200 000. – For the purpose of the geological project 
there was elaborated geological map at 1 : 50 000 scale for the northern Veporicum com-
ponent with corresponding explanations.
Sources of Ore-Bearing Fluids in Metallogeny of the Western Carpathians and Geologi-
cal Map of the Nízke Beskydy Mts. – Central Part 1 : 50 000. – There were realized meas-
urements and data processing together with partial final reports, the work was presented at 
the SGS Congress 2005.
Establishment of the Banská Štiavnica Geopark. – In the scope of the project there were 
compiled materials for educational trail information panels (sites Banská Štiavnica – Ka-
lvária, Kysihýbeľ).
In year 2005 there continued work ordered by TSÚS (Building Testing and Research Insti-
tute) Bratislava and by organizations BEL-TRADE, s.r.o., Bratislava and IKRA, s.r.o., Galanta 
for elaboration of simplified petrographic descriptions of building stone exploited in indi-
vidual regions of the Western Carpathians according to STN EN 932-3:1999, which is in 
accord with valid European standard EN 932-3:1996/A1. The elaborated petrographic 
descriptions of the building stone may serve as groundwork for interested exploiting organi-
zations to facilitate their expansion into EU market.

•

•

•

•

•

•

Head of the Department: 
RNDr. Pavol Siman, PhD.

Wolframite in scheelite, Rochovce (sample P. Uher), 
RTG maps of chemical elements distribution.

Laboratory of samples preparation

 Laboratory equipped with brushing and polishing facilities for samples preparation of the Company STRUERS 
(Denmark) provides materials cutting and polishing, preparation of thin sections and polished thin sections, pol-
ished specimens, as well as special oriented samples and plates for gaseous-fluid inclusions study. 
 In year 2005 there were prepared 230 thin sections, 3 large-scale and 420 polished thin sections, 29 atypi-
cal thin sections and 66 polished specimens and 88 plates. A total return of the laboratory was 318 325 Sk.

 In 2005 we tied to advances in the rock dating method by Pb, U and Th content definition in 
monazites (CHIME = the chemical Th-U-total Pb isochron method). We updated the methodology 
in co-operation with Prof. Finger, University Salzburg (Austria). The method has been successfully 
tested on magmatic and metamorphic rocks of the Western Carpathians of various geological 
age. The dating measurements were carried out in five blocks with duration 2 – 3 weeks.
 The electron microanalysator is equipped with spectrometers with built-in crystals of high 
resolution capability – LLIF, and LPET, mainly. They enable very precise determination of the Pb, 
U and Th content in monazites under specific measuring conditions. The analyses accuracy is 
controlled using comparative standards, which have been provided by Prof. Finger (standards 
designated as Mad, F3, F5) and by our colleagues M. Kohút (J4M) and Ľ. Hraško (fin). 
  The age of rocks is calculated 

from the Pb, U and Th contents with 
adoption of necessary corrections 
(interference among spectral lines) 
by using of the authorized software 
DAMON © P. Konečný. We have 
adopted the approach published by 
Montel et al. (1996), Suzuki et al. 
(1991, 1994) and Nagy (2002). 
Using the statistical calculations the 
software enables to define a mean 
age, measuring errors, to draw his-
tograms and isochrons. The method 
was presented in the Mineralia Slo-
vaca 2004, No. 3 – 4.

Besides the services the departmental specialists in year 
2005 were actively involved also in solutions of the 

following geological projects:

Dating of rocks by using the CHIME method

Polishing facility STRUERS PDM Force for preparation 
of thin sections and polished thin sections.
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 In year 2005 there were taken several important decisions, which substantially affected the Department activity. By 1. 7. 2005 in terms 
of organization change decided by the Director the Department of Cartography renamed to a Department of Geological Information 
Systems – GIS. It took over commitments of the previous Department of Cartography, concerning mainly the activities linked with issuing of 
general geological maps – technical editing. Even the change in name itself indicates, that the former department duties (processing and 
printing geological maps) have been amended on work with data bases. After data base and graphic part interconnection we are now 
approaching establishment of geographic information systems, which in future shall be the main duty of the GIS Department – creation 
and administration of geological information system.

 Department’s activity was aiming mainly on geological works design and administration, digitalization and editing of mapping ground-
work, printing of maps and posters, creation of applications for recording geological data and map groundwork processing for GeoIS.
Among the main departmental projects in year 2005 there belonged:
 In year 2005 the geological project Digital Geological Map of SR at 1 : 50 000 and 1 : 500 000 scales was opposed internally. 
During three years solution there were created digital geological map of the Slovak Republic territory at scale 1 : 50 000 with unified 
legend. This map will enable to utilize unified actual geological groundwork not only in applied geology, but at the same time it will prevent 
repeated digitalization of different geological groundwork. The Digital Geological Map of SR at scale 1 : 50 000 shall establish the base 
for the geological information system under preparation. The final report contained 134 pieces of geological map sheets at 1 : 50 000 
scale in form of interactive atlas on DVD and printouts of individual mapping sheets with included common legend for entire territory of SR. 
On DVD there were recorded respective data sets including primary data in various vector and data base formats. In the scope of project 
there was elaborated structure scheme SR at scale 1 : 50 000, list of utilized groundwor, mapping overview and data basis of unified 
legend, the lithologic-petrographic characteristics included.
 In the scope of the projects Regional Geological Maps 1 : 50 000 the departmental specialists took part in digital processing 

of geological maps of the region 
Trnavská pahorkatina Upland 
and Považský Inovec and SE Part 
of the Trenčianska kotlina Basin. 
In opposite to the approach with 
previous regions, there were proc-
essed authors manuscripts at scale 
1 : 25 000, from which there was 
derived and modified the map at 
scale 1 : 50 000. 
 Geological Information Sys-
tem GeoIS was in year 2005 
approved as the project with the 
goal to establish an access-free 
information system on geology in-
cluding data bases of geological 
data and access to the information 
via internet.
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Head of the Department:
Ing. Miroslav Antalík
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List of geological groundwork utilized for creation of Geological Maps SR 1 : 50 000.

Data basis of fossils.
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 In year 2005 the specialists of the isotope geology department were involved in solution of the following institutional projects:
Sources of Ore-Bearing Fluids in Metallogeny of the Western Carpathians (Project Leader RNDr. J. Lexa, CSc.). – There were 
analyzed isotope O, C, S and Pb contents in carbonates and sulphides samples from various ore mineralizations of the Western 
Carpathians. To date there are being prepared further samples, mainly the archive ones, for Sr isotope analyses from barites and 
led from sulphides.
In the scope of the 
project Partial Monitor-
ing System – Geological 
factors (Project Leader 
RNDr. A. Klukanová, 
CSc.) there were ana-
lysed original chemical 
and isotope data from 
various degree weath-
ered rocks. There were 
documented alteration 
trends in chemical or 
isotope 87Sr/86Sr con-
tent in samples of whole 
rocks and subsequent 
weathering products. 
We analyzed pilot sam-
ples of granitoid rocks of 
the Male Karpaty Mts., 
of the Veporicum Unit 
(Málinec) and the Neo-
gene andesite from the 
Banská Štiavnica site. 
The alteration trends re-
corded in the andesite 
by Rb/Sr radiation system are completely different of those identified in the granitoid rocks. It has been revealed that a very impor-
tant information provide also isotope analyses of strontium in the accessory apatite (provided its sufficient separability is reached. 
From the point of view of Rb/Sr isotope ratio it could be perceived as the Rb-less mineral; thus it preserves original isotope ratio. This 
means that the variability of the Sr isotope ratio reflects postgenetical alterations.
Geological Map of the Považský Inovec Mts. and SE part of the Trenčianska kotlina Basin 1 : 50 000. (Project Leader RNDr. Ján 
Ivanička, CSc.). – Within the project we analyzed 9 samples of mica schists and gneisses from the northern part of the Považský Inovec 
Mts., from the wider surroundings of the altitudinal point Inovec, from which we analyzed accessory apatite, whole rock and muscovite 
by using Rb/Sr method and from muscovites there were also realized datings by using 40Ar/39Ar method. By this approach there were 
acquired from identical samples geochronological data underpinned by two independent geochronometers. The data are significant 
because from the geochronologic research point of view these are first datings from the area studied. The acquired geochronologic 
data document a complete record of Hercynian cooling-down without impurities coming from the Alpine rejuvenization. The apatite-
muscovite two-point isochrons and 40Ar/39Ar datings have provided almost identical age about 310 Ma. The rocks represent an open 
system because during the Alpine tectonic processes there occurred chemical alterations, which had an effect on plagioclase, domi-

nantly. The degree of 
alteration preserved 
in the analyzed rocks 
is of variable intensi-
ty. Only one sample 
meets the condition 
of a closed whole-
rock system. The ac-
quired dates show 
that the construction 
of two-point apatite-
muscovite isochrons 
has found a firm foot-
hold at the dating of 
granitoid and meta-
morphic complexes 
of the Western Car-
pathians crystalline 
in the case, when the 
rocks manifest traces 
of chemical altera-
tions.
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Head of the
Department:

RNDr. Ján Kráľ, CSc.

Two-point (apatite – whole-rock) Rb/Sr “isochrons“. The variation in the 87Sr/86Sr ratio in the accessory  apatite reflects a regional inhomo-
geneity in initial Sr content in the analysed rocks. Fluctuations in calculated “ages“ are rather high and  they manifest a variable degree of 
plagioclase alteration in rocks. However, the ages are not significant in this research. The age of the rocks is estimated to about 120 Ma.

Separation columns for Pb. Photo L. Martinský.
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 In the previous year there was realized re-organization of the Informatics Department, which was exempted from the Divi-
sion Geofond and subordinated directly to the SGUDS Vice-director. 
 In the year 2005 there was closed by final report the geological project Re-ambulation of 137Cs Radioactivity Maps 
of the Territory of Slovakia at 1 : 200 000 and 1 : 500 000 scales. There was compiled data basis of 137Cs territory 
activity measurements (19 967 ob-
jects) and there were elaborated 
electronic maps of the SR territory 
contamination by radioactive iso-
tope 137Cs at scales 1 : 200 000 
and 1 : 500 000 (14 maps).

 Reinterpretation of Panned Concentrate Prospecting at the SR Territory – there was elaborated graphic part of the final report 
in form Atlas of Samples Localisation Maps and Distribution Maps 1 : 50 000 (101 mapping sheets) and Atlas of Distribution and 
Interpretation Maps 1 : 750 000  (33 mapping sheets). At the same time there were compiled data bases of 50 939 samples.

 Besides this the departmental specialists provided graphic prep-
aration and processing for these geological projects: Set of Maps 
Environmental Geofactors of the Region Myjavská pahorkatina 
Upland and Biele Karpaty Mts. (concentration maps of K, eU and 
eTh, total natural radioactivity eUt, map of radon risk, natural ra-
dioactivity of waters); Mineral Resources Utilization in Large-Size 
Protected Areas of the SR (digital relief models of selected regions 
in 3D depiction); Monitoring of Radon Volume Activity in Geo-
logical Environs at the SR territory (radon volume activity in soil, 
air and in groundwaters); Geological-Mineral Resources Potential 
Assessment of the Slovenské rudohorie Mts. – West and Possibili-
ties for Their Utilization for the Territory Development (part Ra-
dioactivity); IPREG (magnetic map, soil and pedogeochemical as-
sociation map); Magnetic Map of the Slovak Republic, Geological 
Information System – GeoIS (part Geophysical Works); General 
Geological Map of SR at 1 : 200 000 Scale (maps digitalization); 
Establishment of the Banská Štiavnica Geopark (80 posters and 

30 graphic annexes for partial final report); Compiling 
Geological Maps at 1 : 50 000 Scale for the Purpose 
of Integrated Landscape Management (categorization 
and digitalization of soil maps – Slaná and Rimava catch-
ments, Ipeľ catchment, Hornád and Bodva catchments, 
Poprad catchment and catchments of Morava and Dan-
ube); Basic Hydrogeological Maps of Selected Regions 
of Slovakia (scanning and geo-referenced of water man-
agement maps 1 : 50 000 of selected territory of Slova-
kia, categorization of hydrogeological elements).D
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137Cs territorial activity at the Slovak Republic territory, M = 1 : 500 000 (A. Gluch et al., 2005: Re-ambulation of 
137Cs radioactivity maps of the Slovak Republic territory at scales 1 : 200 000 and 1 : 500 000).

Monitoring of radon above tectonics, local-
ity Grajnár, 2005. From the left: P. Čížek, 
M. Petriščáková. Photo: H. Smolárová.

IPREG, Geomagnetic map, western part, M = 1 : 50 000 (P. Kubeš et al., 
2005: Ipeľ region (IPREG) – orientation investigation of environmental 
geological factors, part Magnetometry).

Distribution map – epidote, ilmenite, barite, M = 1 : 50 000 (P. Bačo. et al., 2005: 
Reinterpretation panned concentrate prospecting in Slovakia).

Head of the Department:
Mgr. Mária Procházková
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MINERALIA SLOVACA – periodic 
journal, which is issued quarterly in 
Slovak language prevailingly, with 
English summary. Frequently there 
were published articles also in foreign 
language. The journal is focused on 
publishing contributions of domestic as 
well as foreign authors. Some journal 
volumes are monothematic. In year 2005 
there were issued MS 1, 2, 3, and 4.

GEOLOGICAL WORKS, REPORTS – non-
periodical journal in Slovak language with 
English abstract. Journal is focused on pub-
lishing results geological research. Some jour-
nal volumes are monothematic. In year 2005 
there was issued GP, Reports 111.

REGIONAL GEOLOGY of 
WESTERN CARPATHIANS – 
non-periodical journal in Slovak 
language with English résumé. 
Journal is focused on publishing 
results from carried out bore-
holes.

EXPLANATION TO GEOLOGICAL 
MAPS – commonly issued explana-
tory text to basic and regional geo-
logical maps in Slovak language with 
English résumé.

CONFERENCES, SYMPOSIA, WORKSHOPS – non-periodical journal in 
Slovak language with English abstract. Journal is focused on publishing con-
tributions from scientific events of monothematic character prevailingly. In year 
2005 it was issued Proceedings from the Conference Geochemistry 2005.

MONOGRAPHS, ATLASES – the-
matically focused books. Mono-
graphs are issued in Slovak language 
with extended English résumé, even-
tually bilingual. In year 2005 there 
was issued monograph Mineral 
Resources of SR.

OCCASIONAL PUBLICATIONS – bibliogra-
phies, annuals, bulletins, guides, terminological 
dictionaries, methodical manuals. In year 2005 
there were issued these occasional publications: 
Bibliography for year 1999, Bibliography for year 
2000, SGUDS Annual for year 2004 and Min-
eral Resources 2005 – Yearbook.

SGUDS edits and issues the following types of geological maps:
• Basic and regional maps at 1 : 50 000. In 2005 there was published the geological map of the 

Stredné Považie.
• General geological maps of regions and topographic sheets at 1 : 100 000 and 1 : 200 000 scales.
• Nation-wide geological maps at 1 : 500 000 and 1 : 1 000 000 scales. 
• Regional and nation-wide maps of raw mineral deposits at 1 : 500 000 and 1 : 1 000 000 scales.
• Metallogenetic maps of SR at 1 : 500 000 and 1 : 1 000 000 scales.
• Basic and regional hydrogeological and hydrogeochemical maps at 1 : 50 000 scale.
• Nation-wide hydrogeological and hydrogeochemical maps at 1 : 200 000, 1 : 500 000 

and 1 : 1 000 000 scales.
• Monothematic atlases of maps (geochemistry, geothermal energy, geophysics, etc.).

SLOVAK GEOLOGICAL MAGAZINE – peri-
odic journal, which issued quarterly in English 
language. It is the wide-spectrum geological 
journal presenting contributions domestic as 
well as foreign authors. Some journal volumes 
are monothematic. In year 2005 there were 
issued SGM 1, 2 – 3 and 4.

Head of the Dionýz Štúr Publishers:
Gabriela Šipošová

SGUDS issues professional geological literature in several editions:
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Multilateral Agreements

Bilateral Agreements

Agreement of co-operation relating to geological mapping along state borders of Hungary and the 
neighbouring countries
MÁFI, Budapest (from 2003, unlimited)

Geologisches Bundesanstalt - Austrian Geol. Institute.
GBA, Vienna (from 1960, unlimited).

Czech Geological Survey.
ČGÚ, Prague (2001 – 2005).

Geological Survey of Hungary.
MÁFI, Budapest (2000 – 2005).

Institute of Nuclear Research
of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences.
ATOMKI, Debrecen (from 1995, unlimited).

Polish Geological Institute.
PIG, Warsaw (2001 – 2006).

Geological Survey of Finland.
GTK, Espoo, Finland (2005 – 2010).

Bureau de Recherches Géologiques et Miniéres.
Orleáns (1996, unlimited).

Institute for Geological Sciences.
NASU, Kyjev, Ukraine (2001 – 2006).

Institute of Geology and Geochemistry
of Fuels, National Academy
of Sciences of Ukraine.
Ľvov (1999 – 2010).

Carpatho-Ukraine geological-exploration 
expedition Beregovo.
Beregovo, Ukraine (2001 – 2006).

University of Windsor.
Canada (unlimited).

South African Council for Geoscience.
Pretoria, South Africa (from 1997, unlimited).

Chinese Academy of Sciences, Institute  of Geology and Geophysics.
China, Beijing (1999, unlimited).IN
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 The departmental specialists in Mesozoic, Neogene and Quaternary were involved in bilateral corroboration with the Czech Geological Survey Prague 
in the scope of the project Palaeobotanic Assessment of Loess Sediments and Fossil Soils at Selected Sites in SR and CzR and with Geologische Bunde-
sanstalt Vienna and Czech Technical University Ostrava on evaluation of the type locality of the Schrambach Formation (Northern KalkAlpen, Salzburg). 
 The specialists from the department of Crystalline and Palaeozoic 
initiated bilateral co-operation with the Geological Survey of Finland 
tackling the issues of ecological utilization of ultramafic rocks.
 The specialists of the Neogene Department collaborate in the scope 
of the geological project Cross-Border Contamination of Soils in High-
Mountain Areas of Slovakia in mountain ranges of Spišská Magura and 
Vysoké Tatry in near-border area with colleagues from the Geological 
Institute (PGI) Krakow. 
 The Department of Hydrogeology corroborated in the partial project 
in the scope of the international project of the International Atomic Energy 
Agency (IAEA) termed as Combined hydrologic and isotopic assess-
ment of the Váh catchment vulnerability, Danube river basin, Slovakia. 
The goal of the solution is to search for suitable methods of groundwater 
run-off separation in large catchments at utilization of relatively non-ex-
pensive isotope techniques in   co-operation with the Institute of Hydrol-
ogy SAS in Liptovský Mikuláš. 
 The specialists of the Department of Geophysics were involved in 
solution, organization and compilation works in the scope of international 
multilateral programmes contributing to issues of greenhouse effect glo-
bal sink (CO2 emissions sink in ground spaces) CASTOR and GEOCA-
PACITY, financed from the 6th FP EU.

 The Institute hosts Secretariat of autonomous club EneRG, 
bringing together professionals from 22 countries European 
dealing with were the geoenergy issues.
 A bearing international project of the Department of Min-
eral Resources Complex Assessment was regional assessment 
of platinoids and REE sources in western Mongolia. Project 
was financed from US Aid sources.
 The specialists from engineering geological sphere are 
involved into multilateral EU project – Interreg – IIIB – S. I. S. 
M. A., which targets on risk prevention at historic architectonic 
monuments preservation from the viewpoint of their vulnerabil-
ity to environmental geological factors.
 Besides this the specialists were actively involved into works 
in various working groups, commissions and associations, e.g.: 
Working Group for Implementation of the Framework Directive 
EU 2000/60/EC, International Association of Hydrogeolo-
gists (IAH), INQUA Loess Commission, Working group COST 
620, 652, Council of Geochemic Group FOREGS, Working 
group ABCD-GEODE, IUGS-433 – Magnesites and talcs,...
 The Electron Microanalysis Laboratory took part in speci-
men preparation for mineralogical-petrologic study in the scope 
of the international contract with Mongolia. In the scope of inter-

national activities the departmental specialists launched scientific contacts with specialists Geological Institute AS CzR Prague, Masaryk University Brno, Na-
tional Museum Prague, Moravian Museum Brno, University Salzburg, Jagielon University and Mining-Metallurgical Academy Krakow. With the Department 
of Geology, University Helsinki and University Warszawa 
they collaborate in experience exchange and providing ref-
erence materials for monazites datings calibration. 
 Since year 2003 SGUDS, as the only representative 
of the Slovak Republic, has been involved via Geoana-
lytical laboratories into the project Screening Methods for 
Water Data Information in Support of the Implementa-
tion of the Water Framework Directive (SWIFT – WDF, 
Harmonising water quality sampling and screening meth-
ods). The project is focused in issues solution of surface 
and groundwater analysis and implementation of the Eu-
ropean Parliament and Council Directive 2000/60/EU, 
establishing a framework for Community action in the field 
of water policy. The project’s coordinator is France and 
in the project there participate 20 European countries. 
The Slovak participation is of great importance from the 
viewpoint of methodologies harmonization applied in na-
tional monitoring Slovakia with other European countries, 
for parameters selection and validation of novel, so-called 
screening methods, which are less time- and cost-demand-
ing and which will be utilized in water monitoring.

Common groundwater sampling together with specialists from MÁFI, Budapest – spring Tapolca, hydrogeologi-
cal structure Dolný vrch in the Slovak Karst. Photo: Peter Malík

The participants in the international workshop which was organized in honour of the jubilee of Prof. V. Ložek in Prague. 
Photo-archive of ČGÚ.

The participants in the field excursion to the site Mnešice in the scope of the bilateral co-opera-
tion with ČGÚ Prague. Photo R. Polc.
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 The Division of Marketing and Propagation through the licensed person in according with the Act No. 523/2003 Coll. on public procure-
ment and in according with the change Act No. 575/2001 Coll. on Organization of Activities of. Government and Central State Administra-
tion in the wording of later regulations provides public procurement for SGUDS – selection of a contract partner, it means it determines methods 
and procedures of public procurement of goods, service and works. It provides as consistent as possible application of the Act with the goal 
to avoid problems, which might arise by 
breaking the Act and which might have 
negative influence on procurer’s face.
 It provides maintenance of qual-
ity management system ISO 9001 in 
SGUDS.
 The marketing and publicity promo-
tion division consists of four units - de-
partments:

Department of contract relations 
and marketing,
Department of safety and health 
protection at work, fire protection 
+ OBO
IT department,
Promotion.

•

•

•
•
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Department of 
Contract Relations 

and Marketing
 Provides mainly:

observation of the offers for perform-
ance of all geological works, which 
are the subject of the SGUDS activi-
ties, in  domestic and foreign press,
evaluation and analyses of per-
formed implementation projects of 
geological works,
preparation of proposals and evalu-
ation financial plans of SGUDS in 
the area of returns, control of fulfill-
ing of the financial plans of SGUDS 
and plans of its organizational units, 
elaboration of measures proposals,
elaboration of projects’ budget 
parts and proposals of Contracts on 
with procurers and sub-procurers of 
works and participation at negotia-
tions on contractual terms,
performing a final control of the 
formal completeness of project 
documentation and its submission 
to a procurer in accord with ar-
ranged terms,
entrance upon approved projects 
from procurer, their amendment on 
approval protocols, file, administration and storage of project agenda on project documentation including all written documents from 
the first contact with works’ orderer,
monthly observation of the project’s budget items status and lump sums for individual orders in the certain year and from the beginning 
of the project solution,
co-operation at the control of invoiced works and their confrontation with actually realized works within geological works projects,
invoicing of geological works done by own employees and subcontractors with responsibility for their timing and correctness.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

Department of Safety and Health Protection at Work, Fire Protection + OBO

 Provides mainly:
advisory and control activities in the area of safety and hygiene, working conditions, working environment and technical facilities with 
focus on risky laboratories, workrooms, laboratories with higher risk of fire, stores with flammable materials, liquids etc.,
performance of enter-trainings for newly-hired employees, providing trainings for all employees in according with the general obliga-
tory regulations in the of area Safety and Health Protection at Work, Fire Protection,
control of obligatory regulations fulfilment of state control organs (IBP, BÚ, ŠZÚ and ZPO).

•

•

•
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IT Department
 The main project of the department is providing the institute with IT. Its employees oper-
ate the functioning of the local computer net, which includes administration of servers and 
individual linkages. Servers located in the centre serve for users’ login into the local net, 
printing via net printer, receiving and sending electronic mail and approach to the Internet. 
The IT Department administers also presentation system, which lists individual employees, 
their arrivals and departures, and prepares materials for further processing by other de-
partments. The other tasks are also: administration of outcomes of the local telephone 
central, central protection against computer viruses and technical support for the other 
employees. In corroboration with appliers it prepares materials for IT purchase.

Department of Promotion
coordinates all activities of SGUDS in the area of propagation,
provides organizationally, materially and by graphical proposals 
the SGUDS participation at  exhibitions and fairs,
provides institute presentations on Internet, elaborates graphic de-
sign of the Institute Internet website, it realizes technically,
provides registration and administration of all Internet domains 
utilized in institute,
elaborates graphic design from own groundwork, as well as from 
groundwork of SGUDS specialists
elaborates conference posters for propagation purposes and for 
geologists,
prepares design printed promotion materials on SGUDS and pro-
vides their realization,
issues posters and information leaflets promoting SGUDS prod-
ucts and services,
issues Institute Annuals and Geozvesti – journal on Institute actu-
alities (complete work from graphic design till desk top publishing),
elaborates graphic design and printouts of daily urge and various occasional printouts – 
headed note paper, business cards, labels, new-year wishes, invitations for various events, 
programmes events, conference and workshops bulletins,
elaborates graphic design of various promotion souvenirs – advertising plastic bag, marble 
letter-weights, medal to SGUDS establishment Anniversary, 
provides photographic documentation from events organized by the Institute.

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Head of the Division:
RNDr. Ján Greguš, PhD.

The poster elaborated 
by the Promotion De-
partment using the 
materials of Institute 
experts.

Ročenka ŠGÚDŠ za rok 2004.

The poster for Geopark Banská Štiavnica elaborated by the Promotion Department 
using the materials of Institute experts. Panorama photo: L. Martinský.

ŠGÚDŠ exposition with sale of geological maps and publica-
tions at the exhibition Eko-Technika´05 in the stand of the Min-
istry of Environment SR. Photo: L. Martinský.

ŠGÚDŠ exposition at the exhibition ENVIRONITRA ´05 in the stand 
of the Ministry of Environment SR. Photo: L. Martinský.

View of the ŠGÚDŠ web-
site administered by the 
Promotion Department 
– www.geology.sk
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 The State Geological institute of Dionyz Stur is a state contributory organization financed from the State Budget through the Ministry 
of Environment SR. This affiliation is realized through contractual contributions for projects solutions, Geofond activity and Dionýz Štúr 
Publishers, for state contracts projects solutions – research-technical projects and other projects of the Section of the Geology and Natural 
Resources of the ME.
 The SGUDS finances in 2005 reached 186 mil. Sk. Their main source were again the finances from the Ministry of Environment assigned 
to solution of research-technical projects and other projects of the Section of the Geology and Natural Resources of the ME financed from the 
budget of the ME SR, to the solution of other projects out of the State Budget and to solution of projects in the scope of international corrobora-
tion. The total sum represented 79 003 000 Sk.
 The finances of the capital transfer reached 106 822 000 Sk. They were allocated to cover Geofond activities, issuing of publications 
and maps, laboratories activities, 
core recovery and sample stor-
age, Partial Monitoring System, 
Part Environmental Geofactors 
and Part Water. 
 Regarding the contribution 
spent we have to mention the 
contract between the Ministry 
of Environment SR and SGUDS. 
In the terms of this contract the 
individual activities are evaluat-
ed in form of form man/months 
and valuation of works by con-
tractor’s individual activities fi-
nanced from the contribution, it 
means a common transfer. 
 The other important source 
for returns are receipts from in-
vestments (spare space lease, prevailingly) reaching 1 951 000 Sk. Through these investments the commitment of economised and effective 
utilisation of temporary spare spate property, which is administered by SGUDS, is fulfilled. The further source there represent the returns 
reaching 19,5 mil. Sk, this includes returns and receipts from purchase reaching 498 000 Sk.

 When comparing total costs with the 2005 budget they were exceeded on 3,1 %, the returns income was in accord with 2005 returns 
budget. In absolute figures this means a negative result equalling – 5 765 000 Sk.
 In the field of investments the finances were spent prevailingly for purchase of software reaching a sum of 2,05 mil. Sk.   The institute 
acquired 2 mil. Sk in form of capital investment, almost 1,9 mil. Sk for purchase of computational technique, 293 000 Sk for machinery 
purchase 3,33 mil. Sk for procurement of laboratory technique. There were also purchased five cars OPEL Combo, there was acquired 
telecommunication technique for RC SNV reaching a sum of 202 000 Sk, there was realized reconstructed of the yard and fencing in 
Bratislava, as well as roof and elevators and there was launched autonomous heating system for Institute flats, thus meeting the requirements 
given by the Act. All these works there were financed partially from reproduction fund as a complementary source, it means 6 613 000 
Sk. Besides this the Institute in form of capital transfer obtained 1 mil. Sk for PMS – EGF. These investments were used for computational 
technique procurement with software, as well as for measuring and monitoring technique. 
 In year 2005 the Institute operated smoothly through the State Treasury System. The institute entered its information system by July 1, 
2004. The investments were provided continuously in accord with the way of finances allocation, budgetary amendments and in the scope 
of limits and consequent finance plans in the State Treasury Information System according to individual programmes and functional as well 
as economic classification.

Head of the Economy Division:
Ing. Anna Krippelová

1. Project geological works acquired by public tender 29 842 000 Sk
2. Project geological works – ME SR contribution 60 006 000 Sk
3. Partial monitoring system – ME SR contribution 14 713 000 Sk
4. Activity Geofond – ME SR contribution 28 438 000 Sk
5. Editorial activity – ME SR contribution 3 151 000 SK
6. Laboratory methodologies progress – ME SR contribution 514 000 Sk
7. Other sources out of State Budget 21 352 000 SK
8. Research and development 8 309 000 Sk
9. Receipts + other returns 19 500 000 Sk

Together 185 825 000 Sk
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SGUDS Budget in year 2005: 185 825 000 Sk, Costs in year 2005: 191 590 000  Sk, 
Returns in year 2005: 185 825 000 Sk.
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